Introduction
Whenever one deals with multiple targets, a new and important problem appears. It is to associate all the received signals with correct scatterers (targets). It is desired to know which signal comes from which target and, sometimes this problem can be more difficult to solve than the problem itself. In the literature, this problem is known as "Data Association" and it is defined as "the decision process of linking measurements (from successive scans) deemed to be of a common origin (i.e., a target or false alarm) such that each measurement is associated with at most one origin" [1] . Since the pioneering work of Sittler [2] , many algorithms have been developed ( [2] - [9] ) over the past three decades to solve the measurement origin uncertainty problem. Two simple solutions proposed were the Strongest Neighbor Filter (SNF) and the Nearest Neighbor Filter (NNF). While these simple Data Association techniques work reasonably well with being targets in sparse scenarios [1] , they begin to fail as the false alarm rate increases or with low probability of detection. Instead of using only one measurement among the received ones and discarding the others, an alternative approach is proposed which is known as Probabilistic Data Association (PDA). PDA uses all the latest validated measurements with different weights [5, 10] . The standard PDA and its numerous improved versions have been shown in [5] to be effective in tracking a single target in clutter. On the other hand, Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) [11] and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [12] can be given as the popular solutions for the multiple target data association problem.
In classical Data Association problem, all estimated parameters included in received signals such as range of the target, time delay, frequency and angle of arrivals of the received signals are used to associate the targets with received signals. On the other hand, for frequency-based systems, only the Doppler frequencies exist and time-of-arrival (TOA) and hence the time delay information either do not exist or not well enough for moving targets. If this is the case, one must rely on these Doppler frequencies and they have to be used for Data Association. By using multiple transmitters and receivers, number of signals which arrive to the receivers can be increased. Hence, the number of Doppler frequencies obtained from the received signals is increased as well. As a result, frequency diversity of the system can be increased using multiple transmitter-receiver pairs which also helps to avoid blind speeds of the targets. Therefore, any radar network such as MIMO or multistatic radar can be utilized for frequency-only systems. In [13] , it is shown that multiple target localization and Data Association are possible for frequency-only widely separated MIMO radar. In [13] , Data Association is obtained using target positions and velocities which are all previously estimated in 2-dimensional (2D) Cartesian coordinate system. On the other hand, in this current paper, a similar but novel Data association method is proposed and the previous method is also expanded to 3-dimensional (3D) case. Here, Data Association is achieved using Doppler frequencies directly without requiring an intermediate step to estimate target parameters such as position and velocity. The almost same signal model and cost function given in [13] are used together with grid searching in 3D Cartesian coordinate system. The detailed information about frequency-based target localization methods can be found in [14] , [15] .
Signal Model
First of all, the signal model is given for one target case to simplify the procedure. Then, expanding one target case to multiple targets is a simple step. Assume that the system includes N T transmitters and N R receivers which are located in physically different locations (known as widely separated MIMO configuration). Transmitters are not able to receive transmitted signals and hence, radars operate as bistatic. Due to this bistatic configuration, the system has a total of N = N T × N R transmitter-receiver pairs which are all stationary and ground based. The target is assumed as moving with a constant speed (V ) to simplify the signal model. Actually, the proposed method calculates the cost function in a time instant only and it is independent from whether the target motion is linear or not. Hence, the previous locations or velocities of the target are not important for the proposed method and it can be used not only for targets with linear motion but also for maneuvering targets. N T transmitters radiate unmodulated Continuous Wave (CW) signals in different frequencies represented as f 1 , f 2 , . . . f N T to increase the frequency resolution of the system. N R receivers intercept these signals with Doppler-shifts and time delays due to the target motions. At the receiver site, N T radiated frequencies can be measured and the transmitted signals can be detected. The operating frequencies of the transmitters should be chosen carefully to provide the following condition
where f max is the maximum Doppler frequency of the whole system, and the operation frequencies are chosen as
After the radiated signals are reflected by the target at (x, y, z), they are received by N R receivers located at different positions as
Assume that the n th receiver receives a signal which is emitted from the m th transmitter after reflected from the same target. The frequency of this signal can be written in 3D as [16] 
where c is the speed of light, V x , V y and V z are the target velocities in x, y and z directions respectively. All obtained frequencies which are radiated from the same transmitter can be grouped into a matrix-vector equation by using (3). For a system which includes a total of N T transmitters and N R receivers, the N T matrix-vector equations can be obtained as
where
are the distances from the target to both the n th transmitter and to the m th receiver respectively for n = 1, 2, . 
After combining all received frequencies into one equation, the target velocity (as a vector) can be estimated using (7) with a simple matrix inversion aŝ
By using this estimated target velocity, a new cost function can be defined by inserting it (v) into (4) as
where ||.|| 2 is the Euclidean distance and it is given for a vector r = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N ] T as ||r|| 2 = r 1 2 + r 1 2 + · · · + r N 2 . By inserting (8) into (9), it can be rewritten as
where c is constant and can be dropped. Hence
and in the general case the cost function becomes
where J i s are defined as in (11) .
Note that A is a square matrix only when N R = 3 and N T = 1. In other cases, A is not square and the inverse of A can be obtained using the pseudo-inverse matrix as, A + = (A H A) −1 A H . Here, A H represents the Hermitian (complex conjugate and transpose) of matrix A.
In the equations above, b i 's include the estimated frequencies whereas (A i A −1 b)'s are the estimations of (b i )'s (b i = A i A −1 b) and they include frequencies as well. When these frequencies are estimated accurately, frequency estimation error becomes zero (b i = b i ). But, in general it is not true and some amount of frequency estimation errors occur due to the many kind of reasons, such as multipath, clutter, carrier frequency offset, etc. The frequency estimation error can be given as
The cost function defined in (11) tries to minimize the frequency estimation error. Actually, this function tries to find the closest Doppler frequency to the estimated Doppler frequency using the grid searching for all possible target positions. Hence, the target localization can be achieved easily by using this cost function together with grid searching. In simulations, frequency estimation errors are added to investigate the performance of the proposed method with respect to the frequency estimation errors.
Data Association
When the number of targets increases, a new problem appears. As easily predicted, the radiated signals arrive at different receivers after scattered from many scatterers (targets). Hence, a signal arrives to the same receiver unit after scattered from many different targets. The problem is to find which signal is scattered from which targets, which is known as "Data Association". It is an important problem not only for multiple target localization and multiple target tracking but also for all other multiple target applications. Besides associating the signals with the correct targets, determining the number of targets is another important problem and is also a prerequisite for Data Association. MIMO configuration provides an extra advantage for this problem. The total number of targets can be found using the Doppler frequencies which arise from the same transmitter. Due to the widely separated MIMO configuration, each receiver is faced with different Doppler frequencies for different targets depending on their velocities and positions. In some cases, some frequencies may not be resolved at some receivers, but at various receivers all Doppler frequencies are resolved. As a result, the total number of targets can be identified at the fusion center easily. Moreover, due to the system geometry, blind speeds can be occurred for some transmitter-receiver pairs and as a result Doppler frequency can be estimated as zero. On the other hand, system includes many extra receivers and transmitters and they can estimate Doppler frequencies different from zero. Therefore, blind speeds can be eliminated easily as well.
If the system includes more than one target, all equations given in the previous section can be written for all targets separately. The estimated Doppler frequencies can be represented as f l,m,n which is the Doppler frequency of the signal radiated by the n th transmitter, and received by the m th receiver just after scattered by the l th target. For MIMO radar with 2 transmitters and 2 receivers (2 × 2 MIMO radar) and for two targets case, a total of 8 Doppler frequencies are generated. All possible Doppler frequencies can be written as in Tab. 1 with respect to the notation defined above.
Rec1, Tr1 Rec1, Tr2 Rec2, Tr1 Rec2, Tr2 Target1
Tab. 1. Possible Doppler frequencies for 2 × 2 MIMO radar and for two targets.
Due to the reasons explained above, the fusion center knows that 2 targets exist. Moreover, the system includes 2 × 2 MIMO radar, hence, 4 of 8 Doppler frequencies (for each target) must be associated with the correct target. We can choose randomly as f 1,1,1 from target 1 and f 2,1,1 from target 2. In this case, all possible associated frequency groups which are called pre-associations can be formed as in Tab. 2.
In Tab. 2., the first group represents the correct association whereas the others are all possible but wrong associations. In this case, the problem is reduced to choose the correct association group from all possible groups. If we have 2 × 2 MIMO radar, A 1 , A 2 , b 1 , b 2 and v can be obtained for each of the targets by using (4) . Then, cost function can be written as
For each pre-association group given in Tab. 2, two cost functions can be written as J 1 target1 and J 1 target2 by using (14) . Finally, one cost function for each group can be obtained by averaging them as
Alternatively, cost functions for two targets can be combined in one maxrix-vector equation by writing A 1 n , A 2 n , b 1 n , b 2 n , and v n where n = 1, 2 and n represents the target number. The other vectors and matrices are the same as in (14) for two targets separately. Then, they are combined as where 0 2 is 2 × 3 zero matrix. Then, costs for each preassociation group (J i ) can be calculated directly using (14) . After calculating the costs (J i ) for each pre-association group, the final Data Association is achieved by choosing the frequency group with minimum cost (J i ).
Simulation Results
The Data Association performance of the proposed method is analyzed with simulations using Matlab © . The widely separated MIMO radar with 2 receivers and 2 transmitters is used in simulations for 2 (Targets 1, 2) and 3 (Targets 1, 2, 3) targets cases. The locations of the transmitters and receivers can be seen in Fig. 1 . Similarly, motions of 3 targets are simulated not only for linear motion case but also for maneuvering motion case. These two motion models can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
The detailed simulation parameters can be seen in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 for both motion models.
In Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, the positions are given in km and the initial velocities are in mps. By using these parameters, initial speeds (|V|) of target 1, target 2 and target 3 can be calculated as 709, 820 and 224 kmph respectively for linear motion case and 805, 574 and 312 kmph respectively for maneuvering motion case. Two transmitters operate in X-band and radiate unmodulated, CW tone signals with f 1 = 10 GHz, and f 2 = 10.3 GHz. In grid search, grid points are chosen being 100 meters apart from each and maximum grid position error for search points are assumed as 50 meters (half of the grid separation). For frequency error analysis, zero mean, normal distributed random variable with different variances (σ 2 ) is added to exact Doppler frequencies. The Monte-Carlo method is applied and 1000 measurements are averaged. For this simulation setup, the Data Association performances of the proposed methods are the same. The percentage of successful Data Association (represented by the % symbol) with respect to the frequency error variance can be seen in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6 for linearly moving and maneuvering targets respectively. The Data Association performance of the proposed method can also be seen for 2 and 3 targets. This result can be visualized as given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
As can be seen from tables and figures above, the Data Association is possible for different simulation scenarios including 2 and 3 targets. Especially, when the Doppler frequencies are estimated with low error, they can be associated with correct targets. Similar performances are observed when targets are not only moving linearly but also maneuvering. As already explained, the proposed method is independent from target's direction. It calculates a cost function for a time instant by using Doppler frequencies only for an instant of time. Then, the Data Association is investigated for that time only. This process is repeated for each observation time separately. Hence, the Data Association performances are almost the same for both motion models as expected. On the other hand, the number of targets has effect on performance as well. When the number of targets increase, the possible number of pre-associations increases and choosing the correct association with low cost becomes a more complex problem. Hence, the Data Association performance of the proposed method decrease slightly. As a result, it can be seen from the simulation results that when Doppler frequencies are estimated with low error, frequency based Data Association can be achieved using Doppler frequencies only for multiple targets which are moving linearly or maneuvering.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel Data Association method for frequency based MIMO radar is proposed in three dimensional (3D) Cartesian coordinate system. It is shown that, without calculating the target positions and velocities, the Data Association can be achieved by using Doppler frequencies only. Hence, the proposed method can be used efficiently when time-of-arrival information of the received signal is missing or not good enough. Two cost functions are defined and both of them calculate the costs for all possible frequencies. One of them calculates the cost by averaging the costs calculated for two targets separately whereas the other one calculates the cost directly using one cost function which combines distinct cost functions for two targets in one vector-matrix equation. Both methods give exactly the same results but the complexity of the second method is higher than the complexity of the first one due to the higher matrix dimension included in it. It is shown that, the proposed methods are robust to the frequency estimation errors. The proposed two methods can be used for Data Association efficiently especially when only frequency information exists at the receiver site. For future work, frequency-based multiple target tracking can be thought by using proposed Data Association method.
